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        Qatar is welcoming 102 countries visa-free, check your visa status here.
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Explore things to do in Qatar!
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                                                    Discover the essence of Qatar's rich history and culture.
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                                                            Explore Qatar's traditions, from the central role of the majlis to rich cultural practices.
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                                                            From ancient farmsteads to its connections with ancient Mesopotamia, explore Qatar's rich history.
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                                                            Experience one of Middle East's most enchanting cities: Doha, Qatar's thriving capital.
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                                                            Explore beyond Doha to learn more about Qatar's emerging towns, cities, and other places of interest.
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                                                            Enjoy year-round sunshine in Qatar and make the most of every season with our weather tips.
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                                                            Qatar is home to unique wildlife, from the Arabian Oryx to the honored national bird: the falcon.
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                                                            Qatar's universities open the door to an amazing world of opportunities.
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                                                            Experience spirituality and learn about the Islamic culture at Qatar's stunning mosques. 
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                                                            Known as the pearl of the Arabian Peninsula, Qatar's geography makes it unique in every sense.
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                                                            Qatar's sports culture includes traditional falconry to global events like the FIFA World Cup and F1.
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                                                            Qatari cuisine is a vibrant blend of traditional Arabic flavours with diverse international influences.
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                                                    Make the most of your stay in Qatar with our guide, which includes essential information and travel tips.
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                                                            With convenient travel connections, worldwide, discover how easy it is to get to Qatar.
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                                                            Your avenues of discovery are diverse in Qatar with efficient & excellent public transportation choices.
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                                                            Navigate the local culture with ease and make the most of your time in Qatar with our curated travel tips.
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                                                            All you need to know about Hamad International Airport.
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                                                            Visit Qatar hassle-free with a visa-free entry to 102 nationalities & easy e-visa solution for the rest. 
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                                                            Enjoy a worry-free travel in Qatar, a destination ranked among the safest countries in the world. 
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                                                            Doha Port, home to the Grand Cruise Terminal, vibrant Mina District and incredible cultural sights.
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                                                    Discover all you need to know about visiting Qatar, from insider tips to getting around and accommodation
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                                                            Luxurious rooms and suites, recreational facilities, cuisines. Here's our guide to accommodation in Doha.
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                                                            Beaches, cultural sites, fine dining, sports. Your options in Doha will leave you spoilt for choice.
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                                                            When it comes to quality of care, Qatar's healthcare system  has been ranked among the world's top five.
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                                                            Experience Qatar with no stopover fees. Save up to 20% on flights. Stay in hotels from USD 14 a night.
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                                                            Discover all you can do while you stay in Qatar. With so much to experience you'll be spoilt for choice.
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                                                            Experience Qatar like never before, with the help of professional tour operators and travel companies.
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                                                            Book the Qatar adventure of your dreams with the help of a local travel expert. Read more
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                                                            Save on your dream holiday to Qatar with deals and offers on hotels, experiences, flights and more.
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                                                    Get the Qatar experience; family fun, thrilling adventures, stunning beaches, cultural wonders and more.
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                                                            Art and culture in Qatar: a world where modern artistry meets ancient tradition.
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                                                            Adventure and sports in Qatar: discover dune bashing, cave exploring, desert camping and extreme sports.
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                                                            Dhow cruises, stargazing, romantic sights, spa breaks. You'll love these ideas for dating in Qatar.
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                                                            Find the perfect places to relax, unwind, reboot and rejuvenate, at one of these spas in Qatar.
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                                                            Discover family fun, from exciting waterparks and desert safaris to fun festivals and museums.
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                                                            Experience a world of high-end shopping, luxury spa breaks and fine dining in Qatar.
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                                                            Sun, sea and sand. Qatar is becoming the go-to destination for unforgettable beach experiences.
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                                                            Take a culinary journey around the world in Qatar, and experience a food scene unlike anywhere else.
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                                                    Unique experiences, hidden gems, showstopping events; discover something new in Qatar, every day.
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                                                            Discover the hidden gems and insider tips of Qatar, through its people. Explore the roads less travelled.
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                                                            Qatar's neighbourhoods boast a rich diversity of iconic places, from cultural sites to natural wonders.
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                                                            Navigate through the highlights of Qatar like an expert.
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                                                            The Qatar TotalEnergies Open is Qatar’s foremost women's tennis tournament, hosted in Doha since 2001.
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                                                            The Qatar ExxonMobil Open is Qatar's premier men's tennis event, hosted in Doha since 1993.
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                                                            As the first Arab country to host the FIFA World CupTM, Qatar left a lasting legacy in the football world
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                                                    Discover all the upcoming events and festivals in Qatar. The Qatar calendar is also downloadable.
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                                                            Make this Eid al-Fitr celebration in Qatar even more memorable with your loved ones by treating them to an exciting line-up of family-friendly events and festivals. 
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                                                            Make this Ramadan truly eventful with deals on delicious traditional meals, luxury staycations, and more.
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                                                            Explore Qatar's Throwback Food Festival in the Old Mina District for a unique blend of tradition, culture, and culinary heritage. 
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                                                            Celebrate fascinating local traditions near the seaside market, hosted by the Heenat Salma Farm and Qatar Tourism. Join free craft workshops, lectures, movie screenings and kids’ activities, and taste exceptional artisanal food.
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                                                            Msheireb Downtown Doha makes a hub of events during Ramadan, hosting enchanting entertainment for the whole family.
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                                                            Join us at QNCC for The Lion King and Toy Story, live in concert. Where Disney magic meets live orchestral performances in a must-see family event. 
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                                                            Join us at the LEGO Show Qatar 2024 for adventures in creativity: live builds, amazing sculptures, and millions of LEGO bricks; it’s fun for all ages. 
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